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1. EDITORIALAn appropriate theme for this Issue No. 33 of the Be Star Newsletter might be \NewFaces for Old Friends". Consider, for example, � Cen, discovered to have Balmeremission almost 110 years ago by W. P. Fleming. For the past two decades it has beentrying to reestablish its former prominent circumstellar (CS) envelope, apparentlythrough a series of quasi-periodic mini-outbursts. Now researchers show that theseoutbursts apparently coincide with the maxima from the constructive interference ofat least four of six coherent NRP periods in the star. NRP and the mini-outburststhat are slowly producing another prominent CS envelope appear to be linked.Another familiar face is that of  Cas, or do we know this star? It was the �rst Bestar to be discovered, more than 130 years ago by A. Secchi, but has not endured asa prototype for a classical Be star, especially in view of its unusually strong X-rayemission. In this issue new data from the IUE spacecraft are presented that lendfurther support to a prior conclusion that the star has a magnetosphere that mayproduce it's X-ray emission. Contributions on both  Cas & � Cen follow earlierreports in the last issue of the Newsletter.In WHAT'S HAPPENING we include a report on the new model for the interactingbinary Be star � Per that emerged from recent HST observations. What a changefrom the model some of us advocated at the Cape Cod meeting in 1975! But theconsensus is still that mass transfer spun up the Be star. But the new revelationis that the secondary is indeed a hot O-type subdwarf (suggested earlier by severalresearchers) that is the remnant of a more massive star that transferred its material tothe Be star. Indeed, a newly-con�rmed face for this Be star. Also in this issue of theNewsletter are contributions on the variable mass infall in FY CMa and the energybudget in Be stars, a report from the new Chair of the Working Group on Active BStars, minutes from the WG meeting held at the IAU GA in Kyoto, a prospectus forthe proposed meeting on the Be phenomenon in Alicante, Spain in 1999, abstractsof new papers, the newly expanded bibliography, and information on forthcomingmeetings of interest to the active star community.Beginning with items received for the next issue of the Newsletter, we plan to adopta new publication procedure in order to communicate with the community in a moretimely fashion. Contributions, including abstracts & meeting announcements willbe posted on our web site shortly after they are received and undergone review bythe editors. In fact we have already been doing this on an experimental basis (haveyou noticed?). So please make a bookmark in your web browser and check our webedition often! At irregular intervals, usually twice per year, we will collect all materialreceived since the last issue, produce a bibliography, and publish a paper copy. Wewill still o�er a postscript �le of the entire issue. This procedure will allow us toalleviate a perennial problem that items received just after an issue comes out areold news by the time the next issue is published! Please let us know if you approveof the new approach.We urge those who are receiving the paper edition of the Newsletter to inform us ofaddress changes as soon as possible. With each mailing we have a signi�cant numberof returns that increase our cost of distributing the paper copies.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 2



Contributions/abstracts for Issue 34 should be received by:November 30, 1998.Send contributions by Electronic Mail togjpeters@mucen.usc.edu and gies@chara.gsu.edueither as LaTex or postscript �les. We are now requiring that abstracts be submittedas LaTex �les using the template provided in this issue (it can also be downloadedfrom our web site). Illustrations should be sent by E-mail as postscript �les. If it isnot possible to transmit your contribution electronically, please send or fax (213-740-6342) a dark camera-ready copy.We would like to thank those who contributed to this issue. It is your input thatkeeps the Newsletter both interesting and useful to the active B star community, andwe look forward to receiving your contributions for Issue No. 34.We appreciate the continuing support from the Department of Physics & Astronomyat Georgia State University for the production of the paper edition of the Newsletter.Gerrie Peters, Editor-in-Chief
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2. WORKING GROUP MATTERS2.1. Working Group NewsSome months ago, the Working Group on Active B Stars completed another three-year IAU activity cycle. This also implied changes in the composition of committees.In the case of our Working Group, Petr Harmanec, Myron Smith, and Rens Watersreached the end of their respective second term and therefore left the OrganizingCommittee (OC). Katy Garmany served as a member of the OC on behalf of oursponsoring Commission 45 (Stellar Classi�cation). We thank all four of them for thework they have done for the Working Group.In his last e-mail as the Chairman of the Working Group Myron Smith has alreadyinformed all members about the new composition of the OC. But for good order'ssake let me repeat it here: D. Baade (chair), J. Bjorkman, J. Cassinelli D. Gies, H.Henrichs, M. Marlborough, V. Niemela, A. Okazaki, G. Peters (NL editor, nonvoting),M. Smith (outgoing chair, nonvoting), and S. �Ste. As the new chairman, I cordiallywelcome the new members Jon Bjorkman, Virpi Niemela (on behalf of Commission45), Atsuo Okazaki, and Stanislav �Ste and congratulate them on their election.Myron Smith deserves our special thanks as an unusually active chairman of theActive B-Star Working Group. As is being reported elsewhere in this issue of theNewsletter, his e�orts will come into full fruition with the Alicante meeting in 1999.Several OC members also serve on the Scienti�c Organizing Committee (SOC), whichhas furthermore kindly granted the chairman of the OC active observer status. There-fore, the meeting should serve the interests of the Working Group members and theirresearch actively and well. It will undoubtedly guide and inspire our work into thenext century.Unfortunately, only few members of the Working Group could attend the IAUGeneralAssembly in Kyoto and, if so, in many cases only partly. Therefore, only a very limitedmeeting could take place in Kyoto. It was very kindly organized and chaired by JohnPercy. A summary by Petr Harmanec is included in this issue of the Newsletter. Ithank both of them for their support.I wish to extend the Working Group's gratitude also to Gerrie Peters and Doug Giesfor their constant successful e�orts to edit, produce and distribute this Newsletter.It is an important vehicle for the exchange of information within the Working Groupand thereby provides the essential glue for the cohesion of the Working Group. Notonly have Gerrie and Doug provided this community service already for many yearsbut they have also kindly agreed to continue with it { thank you!In this period of rapidly changing communication tools and information carriers, ourWorking Group, too, has to monitor these developments and check the needs foradaptation. One obvious idea that has been oating around for quite some time nowis to supplement the printed copies by electronic means, especially the WorldwideWeb. Such a solution would save cost and make news accessible more quickly. Forinstance, all contributions could within days after receipt by the editor be posted onthe Web, perhaps also using an e-mail noti�cation system for subscribers. A printedversion would, then, only be issued at irregular intervals and when there is su�cient1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 4



material. I invite the Working Group members to communicate their views on thismatter to me. In particular, we would need one or more volunteers who would bewilling to maintain the necessary home page!Dietrich Baade(dbaade@eso.org)2.2. WG Meeting at the IAUMinutes of the meeting of the Working Group on Active B Stars held onAugust 27, 1997 during the 23rd General Assembly of the IAUThe 23rd General Assembly in Kyoto was attended by more than 2000 registered par-ticipants and it was necessary to schedule many parallel sessions. Very unfortunately,this also led to only a limited attendance of the Working Group meeting. There wasa similar problem with many of the other business sessions, and this was called tothe attention of the IAU Executive Committee. Yet, people like Dr. M. Jerzykiewicz,the newly elected president of Division V were present.The meeting was chaired by Dr. John R. Percy who �rst announced the newly electedmembers of the organizing committee of the WG Drs. J. Bjorkman, V. Niemela,A. Okazaki and S. �Ste and reported that Drs. K. Garmany, P. Harmanec, M. Smithand R. Waters are leaving the committee after serving for two consecutive periods.They were thanked for their service to the WG. Dr. Dietrich Baade has been electedas the new chairman to replace Dr. M.A. Smith.Then, the plans to have another large international conference devoted to active Bstars were discussed at some length. Since Hungarian colleagues plan to organizea meeting on stellar pulsations in Budapest between August 9 and 13, 1999 (tocelebrate the one-hundredth year anniversary of the Konkoly Observatory and toallow witnessing a total solar eclipse during the meeting), there was a proposal tohave the B star meeting (to be held in Alicante, Spain) in a week before or after theBudapest meeting. However, it was stressed that the Budapest meeting will mainlybe focused on (late-type) Cepheids and RR Lyr stars. Moreover, Dr. Fabregat, thechairman of the provisional Local Organizing Committee of the planned Alicantemeeting, announced that the Congress hall will only be available in June and Julybut not in August. Furthermore, the weather is hot, and the city is crowded inAugust. The majority opinion then was to hold the meeting in June as originallyrecommended by the Spanish hosts.Some discussion took place on the three tentative titles of the meeting suggested bythe Scienti�c Organizing Committee. The title \OB Stars and the Be phenomenon"was considered to be the most appropriate one by most of the participants. It wasalso recommended that the SOC should try to contact the colleagues who regularlyorganize meetings on mass loss from luminous stars and coordinate the program ofthe meeting with their plans.The next topic was the Be Newsletter. Dr. P. Harmanec reminded that the suggestionof the organizing committee of the WG which met in Juan les Pins in 1993 was toreplace the printed Newsletter by an electronic board with an automatic circulation of1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 5



the news, calls for observations etc. He expressed the opinion that the Be Newsletteris sometimes being misused for cheap unrefereed publishing. His opinion was partlyopposed by Dr. J. Percy who agreed with the idea of an electronic board but expressedhis belief that the printed Newsletter is still very helpful to colleagues who do not havean easy access to Internet. No further discussion followed and no recommendation wasaccepted on this matter, though there was sympathy for keeping the paper edition.The meeting then discussed the idea of having an electronic "bulletin board" for time-dependent information, such as unusual behaviour of stars, and observing campaigns.Dr. Conny Aerts agreed to conduct this bulletin board, as long as it did not developinto a discussion or \chat" group.Several brief scienti�c presentations followed. Dr. P. Harmanec reported about thesystematic UBV monitoring of bright Be stars at Hvar. A summary report on these1972-1990 observations will soon appear in press (Pavlovski, Harmanec, Bo�zi�c et al.1997 A& AS, 125, 75). This paper also contains references to all earlier studies basedon Hvar photometry. In two other papers (Harmanec, Pavlovski, Bo�zi�c et al. 1997Journal of Astronomical Data; Harmanec and Horn 1997, Journal of AstronomicalData), the original observations, complete data archives and software for the datareduction and retrieval will be published.Then, Dr. J. Percy reported on his program of UBV monitoring of Be stars whichincludes Toronto observations, observations secured with the Phoenix-10 AutomaticPhotoelectric Telescope and observations obtained by the AAVSO photoelectric pho-tometry program. The results are in press (Percy et al., PASP). The data are tobe deposited in the IAU Archives of unpublished observations. As a rule, the samecomparison and check stars as those recommended for the international campaignand used at Hvar were usually adopted.These two large data sets, in combination with the long-term monitoring programorganized by C. Sterken at ESO, represent a substantial increase of our knowledgeabout the light and colour behaviour of bright Be stars on various time scales.In a comment to this, Dr. M. Jerzykiewicz o�ered his unpublished UBV observationsof ES Vul.Finally, Dr. N.G. Bochkarev reported on ocassional optical ares of V1357 Cyg, theoptical counterpart of the well-known X-ray source Cyg X-1. Some doubts were raisedon the reality of this phenomena but Dr. P. Harmanec reported that the Hvar dataalso show similar brightenings for some "more normal" Be binaries (without a knownX-ray secondary in the system).P. Harmanec, Secretary (Internet: hec@sunstel.asu.cas.cz)Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 251 65 Ond�rejov,Czech Republic
1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 6



2.3. Proposed Alicante ConferenceTITLE: The Be Phenomenon in Early-Type StarsDATE: 28 June{2 July, 1999VENUE: Conference Hall of the Caja de Ahorros del Mediterraneo, Alicante, SpainSPONSORING INSTITUTIONS: University of Valencia, University of Alicante, Cajade Ahorros del Mediterraneo (\CAM")PROPOSING IAU COMMISSIONS: (requested)27 (Variable Stars)25 (Stellar Photometry & Polarimetry)29 (Stellar Spectra)42 (Close Binaries)44 (Space & High Energy Astrophysics)THE SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (SOC):Balona, L. (South Africa)Bjorkman, J. (United States)Fabregat, J. (Spain)Fullerton, A. (Canada)Hummel, W. (Germany)Kambe, E. (Japan)Marlborough, M. (Canada)Mennickent, R. (Chile)Roche, P. (United Kingdom)Smith, M. (United States, Chair)Ste, S. (Czech Republic)Six of these members were initially proposed by the IAU Working Group on ActiveB Stars (Chair: D. Baade); the remainder were elected by the initially selected SOC.Criteria used in this election included recent refereed publications in the �eld of Bestars and geographical distribution. We note that the majority of the SOC are youngastronomers, with half of them having been in graduate school a decade ago.The title for the conference was the result from many discussions within the WorkingGroup (WG) on Active B Stars, the WG's OC, and the SOC.LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:J. Fabregat (Chair), J. Berna, G. Bernabeu, E. Enjuto, J. Perez-OrtizThe LOC members are members of the two sponsoring universities.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 7



DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED CONFERENCE1. The VenueIn 1997 the Universities of Alicante and Valencia extended an invitation to the Or-ganizing Committee of the Working Group on Active B Stars to hold a conferencein Valencia, Spain. It is easy to understand why the proposed venue was readilyaccepted by the Organizing Committee. Alicante is an a�ordable site for Asian andNorth American as well as European participants. It is both a tourist and universitycity which o�ers a variety of natural and cultural attractions for visitors. Moreover,it is appropriate to salute the longstanding observational work on Be stars by as-tronomers at two sponsoring institutions, and thirdly to acknowledge the expandingrole of Spain in providing modern astronomical observing sites in Europe which arewell equipped for studies of variable stars and galaxies.2. Accommodation and other costsThe LOC is currently in the process of searching for funding to defray the expensesof some conference participants, particularly those astronomers who are young, musttravel far, or come from developing countries. The registration fee is expected to beabout $150. This price includes the cost of publishing the proceedings.Accommodations include dormitory housing ($12/night; approx), with shared baths,and hotels. The following are estimates of hotel room rates in Alicante available tothe participants:Single Room: $25{75 Double Room: $35{100The hotel rooms are equipped with bathrooms and TV. The CAM conference hallitself is in the center of Alicante and has a large auditorium which is equipped withaudiovisual facilities.3. The Date and Duration of the meetingThe choice of late June was dictated by the availability of the conference center, theUniversity of Alicante's academic schedule, and the local tourist season. Late Juneis a time when the spring academic semester is nearing completion and universitydormitories are still open for rental of available and economical rooms. During thistime the average temperature is still rising, so the tourist inux (with attendanthigher hotel costs) will have not yet started. This time also assures that the homeobligations of most conference participants who have university jobs will be ended.The conference is planned for 4-1/2 days.4. Structure of the MeetingThe structure of the meeting will be in a conventional dual format of oral talks andposter presentations which will run eight hours (including co�ee breaks) per day. Theoral presentations will be a series of review summaries and invited talks (dominated bythe work of one or two groups) of a series of sub�elds pertaining to the main subject ofthe Be phenomenon. An attempt will be made in the oral talks to weave �ndings fromrelevant poster papers into the presentation. In addition, there are many argumentscirculating within the Be scienti�c community, so adequate time will be set aside fordiscussion following major talks. Time will be provided for personal reconnaissance1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 8



of the posters every day, and two sessions of summaries of poster papers, which willbe followed by short group discussion. The conference will be ended with a shortsummary by the Chair and by a discussion of future research directions needed forthe �eld.5. DedicationThe meeting will be dedicated to the works of Dr. Arne Slettebak and MercedesJaschek.Dr. Slettebak is currently semi-retired. For more than three decades he led a researchgroup devoted to the observations of Be stars and to the role rotation and otherpossible physical process which might be responsible for the appearance of Balmerline emission in early-type stellar spectra. Dr. Slettebak and collaborators initiallycarried out his studies from ground- based data and later extended them into theultraviolet. He has taught all of us the importance of setting high standards in datadescription and measurements and caution in interpretation. Many of his publicationshave remained benchmarks over the years for describing spectral signatures of the Bephenomenon.Dr. Mercedes Jaschek was also well known for her spectroscopic observations of Bestars. She began these in Argentina and continued them when she and her husbandCarlos moved to Strasbourg. One of her major contributions was the constructionof the Catalog of Stellar Groups, which listed all types of stars with peculiarities,including an extensive listing of Be stars. She chaired IAU Symposium No. 98 onBe stars and also started the Be Star Newsletter. The conference will be openedby a public lecture on stars in Spanish to the local lay public. We plan to ask Dr.Carlos Jaschek to give this talk as an added memorial to his wife's contributions.Dr. Jaschek has retired in Spain and frequently conducts informal seminars with thepublic on outreach themes.6. The ProceedingsWritten versions of the talks and posters will be published within a few months of theconference. As much space as possible will be given for poster papers (but no limitto posters per participant), but the number of pages could be limited by coverage ofdiscussions following major talks. The proposed editors of the proceedings are M. A.Smith (talks) and H. F. Henrichs (posters).
1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 9



PRELIMINARY AGENDAThe Be Phenomenon in Early Type StarsSession 1: Overview of the Be Phenomenon� De�nition of the Classical Be Phenomenon� Physical Parameters and Evolutionary Status of Be Stars� Connection with Other Emission-Line StarsSession 2: New Missions and Technologies� Positions of B/Be Stars on the HRD from HIPPARCOS� Direct Optical Imaging of Be Disks� An Infrared View of Be Star Disks� A View of Isolated Be Stars at High Energies� Recent Attempts to Detect Zeeman Signal in Be Stars|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||Session 3: Time Variability { The Role of Stellar & Atmospheric Processes in IsolatedBe StarsSubsession 1: The Nature of Periodic Variations� Observed Periodic Phenomena� Multimode Detections from Surveys� Competitive Models for Periodic VariationsSubsession 2: Reports on campaigns� MUSICOS� Heros� Asian Participation� IUE 1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 10



Subsession 3: Aperiodic Variations� Photospheric Activity� Physical Requirements for Magnetic Flaring in an Early-Type Stars|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||Session 4: The Circumstellar Environment of Be StarsSubsession 1: Observational Diagnostics� Polarization Studies� Line Pro�le Modeling� Review of Disk Variability (V/R, Photometric Monitoring, Polarimetric Moni-toring, etc.)Subsession 2: Theoretical Models� Theory of Global Disk Oscillations (1-Armed Density Wave model)� Review of Theoretical Models of Disk Formation (Wind Compressed, Mass-Transfer Accretion Disks, etc.)|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||Session 5: The Be Phenomenon and binary systems� Roche-lobe mass transfer systems� Wind Accretors - Be/X-Ray Binaries� Glimpses of Binary Evolution (� Per, etc.)|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||Session 6: Future Directions� What Have We Concluded? (Synthesis of Current Understanding)� Where Do We Go from Here? (Key Questions/Problems)1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 11



Detailed MotivationAfter much electronic-chat among the full SOC, the enclosed preliminary programhas been constructed. The motivation for the meeting themes is as follows:1. OverviewThe most important focus of the conference is to place the classical Be stars withina larger context of early-type stars with emission lines. The conference will beginwith an overview of the phenomenology of \classical" Be stars and recent progress inunderstanding them as a class.Next, we will contrast the classical Be stars with overviews of the B[e] and relatedstars, which are thought to lose or gain mass by some combination of radiation pres-sure, nonradial pulsations, magnetic �elds and mass accretion processes. The relativeimportance of these and doubtless other mechanisms probably di�ers among theseclasses and in suitable parameter spaces. This will be the �rst time in which par-ticipants of the classical Be, massive variable supergiant, and X-ray Be stars, andare-physics communities have been assembled in order to explore the commonalityof these subclasses and to pool knowledge obtained among them.2. Results from New Missions and TechnologiesResults from the HIPPARCOS mission have led to a number of important advancesin the study of Be stars, including the �rst reliable distances and luminosities in Bestars and the �rst meaningful period-luminosity diagram for pulsating B stars. Thesestudies will lead to an improved understanding of what role evolution may play indevelopment of the Be phenomenon.HIPPARCOS has also been used as a monitor of nonradial pulsations in Be stars.Its observations have been made of a variety of objects at essentially random times,which will be more e�ective in the detection of multiple mode than most previousground-based e�orts. One long-term study, which should be completed by the time ofthis conference, will have searched for the existence of many low-amplitude pulsationmodes in several Be stars from a sample which is selection-free as possible. Thisresearch promises to supply an answer to a new degree of con�dence as to whetherrare constructive superpositions of these modes can produce atmospheric shocks overshort durations and eject matter from the star.Interferometric measurements have been made already of a number of disks aroundBe stars in H�, and in some cases in wavelengths of an optical He I line and nearbycontinuum. By comparing these with kinematic studies of the line pro�les, this workhas revealed for the �rst time the size and geometry of their circumstellar disks.Moreover, their apparent obliquity provides a reliable estimate of the aspect ratioof the disk (and rotation) axes. Currently, two research groups are continuing thesestudies, with a third to come on line by the time of the conference, and will studythe internal velocities and degrees of inhomogeneities in disks. These are criticalparameters for testing theories of disk formation. We expect that these results couldbe announced in this conference. It is anticipated that these results may be compareddirectly with new optical and UV spectropolarimetry of the same Be-disk systems.Results from several new X-ray satellites (RXTE, BeppoSax, ASCA, AXAF) will be1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 12



available at the time of the conference and will further illuminate the possible role ofhigh-energy phenomena in classical Be stars as well as the connection between X-rayand optical variability in X-ray Be binary systems. This conference will also be the�rst opportunity to present and discuss with the hot-star community results fromISO which bear on the question of Be disk formation and maintenance. Finally, it isanticipated that a new generation of zeeman observations will be made of photosphericlines in several Be stars by groups from Europe and Canada.3. Temporal Phenomena in Isolated Classical Be StarsSome periodic process (either nonradial pulsations or magnetic signals carried by ro-tational modulation) is generally thought to be the trigger of atmospheric instabilitieswhich result in spasmodic mass ejections. This conference will be the �rst occasion inwhich monitoring of stars by HIPPARCOS over 3.5 years without seasonal gaps willbe reported. A comprehensive report on multiple periods in Be stars, the �rst of itskind and scope, can discuss the di�erences in mode structure and amplitude (if any)between stars which have undergone recent Be episodes and those which have not.Some of the periods discovered in these long-term campaigns may be due to rotationalpassages of surface structures, particularly if examination of archival reprocessed IUEdata should show variations in chemical abundances of He or Si. Moreover at thiswriting, some of the �rst reports are being published of co-rotating magnetosphericlobes over the surfaces of Be stars. The study of these periods will provide evidencefor the existence of quasi- stable magnetic structures on these stars. These studieswill address past hints of a connection between the Be and Bp (peculiar abundance)phenomena.A variety of studies over optical, UV, and X-ray energies have recently shown thatrapid high-energy transients occur often on selected Be stars. These events are evi-denced as variations of UV continuum ux, ephemeral features in pro�les of opticalHe I and H lines, and X-ray ares and \shots". Detailed studies of the processescausing these signatures, and of their cascades to lower wavelengths, are currentlyunderway and will provide exciting discussion topics for an audience composed bothof X-ray and optical/UV astronomers. A reanalysis of reprocessed IUE data canexploit the key He II 1640 �Aline as link between the high-energy transients andwarm-star thermal background. Anticipating that at least some of these signaturescould be caused by the dissipation of magnetic energy, the conference will includea talk on the conditions needed in plasma above a hot star for ares to erupt by aprominent expert from the cool star community.4. Circumstellar Wind and Disk EnvironmentIn the early 1990's the \Wind-Compressed Disk" model was formulated and �rstadvanced to the Be star community at the Juan les Pins symposium. This picturewas attractive because it predicted the formation of disks in the outows from sin-gle stars with moderately high rotation rates. However, recent HD simulations haveshown that additional e�ects can prevent the formation of the disk, depending onthe details of the wind driving mechanism. In the meantime, the one-armed den-sity wave model has been proposed to explain the cyclical variations of the \V/R"emission-component of Balmer lines of several Be stars. A key di�erence between1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 13



these pictures is whether the disks are Keplerian or angular momentum-conserving -a testable prediction. This conference will present both pictures, suggest possible ob-servational tests, investigate hybrid models combining attributes of both, and discussthe physical forces responsible for their characteristics. An important contribution tothe conference will be a summary of the results of IR observations (ISO, SIRTF) ofBe disks.5. Interacting Be Binary StarsBe interacting binary systems generally are members of two groups, Algol- related andBe X-Ray Binaries (XRBeBs). Each of these represents a di�erent evolutionary stageof the mass-exchange/loss process in these systems. Somewhere between these stagesa Type II supernova can be produced. Several high energy studies have shown thathigh temperature accretion regions occur as the result of mass ow between thesestars. Similar types of structures have been searched for in BeXRB systems withinterestingly di�erent results. This meeting will be the �rst to examine the resultsof searches since the last few episodes of the IUE mission, when many such searcheswere carried out. The conference SOC will ask that typical parameter spaces of themass- transfer, energy-release processes be compared for these two types of binarysystems. The conference participants will be invited to suggest observations withnew X-ray satellites with enhanced spectral capability, broad energy range and largee�ective aperture (ASCA, RXTE, BeppoSax, AXAF) to search for the elusive (butsupposedly frequent) Be-white dwarf systems.ConclusionsBe stars as a group, and even individually, display a large variety of physical processesand therefore require a complex array of observational approaches to understandthem. Within about two years we can hope for a \considered" assessment of whathas been learned from UV (IUE) data. The Be community will be intensively engagedin research in the X-ray and IR regimes. The UV data have so far led to a pictureof sudden violent mass ejections from the Be star's surface. A new generation ofX-ray and IR missions is now poised to provide us with new insights into the physicsof Be star disks. The Alicante conference stands at a historical crossroads of thesespace-borne missions, the consolidation of results by one, and a guide for future workby the other. The Spanish venue of this conference is appropriate as this countryhas undertaken to fully exploit its Canary island observing sites and to expand itsalready substantial contributions in variable star astronomy.Myron Smith (SOC Chair)msmith@nebula.gsfc.nasa.gov
1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 14



3. CONTRIBUTIONS3.1. Mu Cen: the ticking and ringing of a starTh. Rivinius1, D. Baade2, S. �Ste3, O. Stahl1, B. Wolf1, and A. Kaufer11 Landessternwarte Heidelberg, K�onigstuhl, D-69117 Heidelberg, Ger-many, e-mail: T.Rivinius@lsw.uni-heidelberg.de2 European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2, D-85748Garching b. M�unchen, Germany, e-mail: dbaade@eso.org3 Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences, CZ-251 65 Ond�rejov, CzechRepublic, e-mail: sste@sunstel.asu.cas.czReceived: 1997 November 28IntroductionIn the most recent issue of the Be Star Newsletter, we published a prediction of thecircumstellar activity of the Be star � Cen (Rivinius et al. 1997), which in this regardis one of the most proli�c stars of its kind. It not only exhibits low- and high-order linepro�le variability (Baade, 1984) as most other Be stars, but also apparently randomand frequent line-emission outbursts (e.g. Baade et al. 1988, Hanuschik et al. 1993,Peters 1995). A link between both phenomena could not so far be established. Butit now seems as if at least in � Cen part of this secret could be lifted.Photospheric lpvOur time series analysis, based on the overall radial velocities of mostly emission-free lines, revealed six coherent periods (Rivinius et al. 1998a, Rivinius et al. 1998b[Paper I], Rivinius et al. 1998c [Paper II]). These periods are sorted in two closelyspaced groups at 0.28 and 0.5 days, respectively (Table 1). The trustworthiness of thisanalysis is intensively discussed in Paper II. A 2-dimensional time series analysis wasperformed on more than 20 spectral lines not only to con�rm the multiperiodicity butto derive the properties of either variability. In each group, the periods are associatedwith identical surface variability patterns, whereas these patterns di�er between thegroups. Period P Phase � at Amplitude A[days] MJD50000 [km s�1]P1 0:502925� 0:000006 0:897� 0:010 14:3� 1:0P2 0:507519� 0:000009 0:150� 0:016 8:4� 0:9P3 0:494523� 0:000011 0:646� 0:019 5:8� 0:7P4 0:516358� 0:000015 0:922� 0:022 4:8� 0:7P5 0:281405� 0:000005 0:850� 0:017 7:6� 0:7P6 0:279137� 0:000008 0:425� 0:032 3:3� 0:7TABLE 1. Parameters for the sine �ts of the radial velocity variation in the line cores ofHe I ��4121,4168,4438, i.e., the amplitudes given are not the physical pulsation amplitudes.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 15



a) 1987 b) 1995
c) 1996 d) 1997
FIGURE 1. The measured strength of the broad wings of the H� line (dots), the co-added amplitudes of the 0.5-day group of periods (line) and the calculated mass ejection(�lled areas). The 1995, 1996 and 1997 data are the strengths of the broad emission wingsmeasured in H�. For 1987 the H� equivalent width measured by Hanuschik et al. (1993)is shown. Line emission outbursts start when the co-added radial velocity amplitude ismaximal. Note that the uncertainity of the periods can cause shifts of up to ten days forthe 1987 calculation. However the temporal pattern of the outburst sequence is much morestable against errors of the periods. The vertical line in panel d marks the submission dateof the prediction of the 1997 activity (Rivinius et al. 1997)Constructing the ephemerisWorking on the datasets available in 1996 November, we noticed that the typicalrecurrence times of outbursts is on the same order of magnitude as the beat period ofthe two strongest variations of the 0.5-day group. A �rst check using only these twoperiods showed some, albeit weak, coincidence between outbursts and constructiveinterference of the two sinewaves by which we have approximated the measured radialvelicoity variations. By taking into account all periods of the 0.5-day group (Table 1)and developing an appropriate criterion for the determination of the beginning of anoutburst in a way that is independent of the strength of the persistent disk emission,we could improve the correlation quite considerably (Fig. 1, panels b and c). As faras we can see, the 0.28-day group of periods does not signi�cantly contribute to the1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 16



outbursts. This indicates on the one hand that interference of variabilities with dif-ferent surface patterns is much less e�ective. On the other hand, interferences withinthe 0.28-day group probably do not reach the amplitude threshold which apparentlyneeds to be exceeded for an outburst.In a sense, we have been extraordinarily lucky that only few combinations of variabil-ities are strong enough to trigger outbursts, namely P1+P2;P1+P3 and P2+P3, thelatter beeing already so weak that it induces only minor activity. With a lower thresh-old, we might have lost the possibility to recognize individual events. Furthermore,the initially very weak emission from the disk has also helped a lot.In an experimental model, we calculated the amount of ejected mass by1. allowing the amplitudes of all individual modes to grow2. de�ning an outburst threshold for the vectorial amplitude sum3. damping the amplitudes and ejecting mass so long as the threshold was ex-ceeded.The accuracy of the periods derived allowed us to perform an independent check to beperformed with the data obtained by Hanuschik et al. (1993) back in 1987, using thesame parameters as derived from the 1995 and 1996 data. The quite successful matchbetween observations and model is shown in Panel a of Fig. 1. Also the outburstevent reported by Peters (1995) between April 1 and 5, 1994 coincides with a positiveamplitude interference.After reduction of our 1997 January data, the model turned out to still work well(Fig. 1, left half of panel d). But the ESO 50-cm telescope, with which our observa-tions were mainly taken, was already earmarked for mothballing after 1997, March.Accordingly, further veri�cation of the model from own observations would have be-come di�cult. For this reason, and encouraged by the positive experience with the1987 and 1997 datasets, we decided to submit our prediction of the activity and arequest for help with the con�rmation of the prediction already in February 1997,although the analysis of the data was still in an intermediate working stage. Weare grateful to Michelle Thaller, Conny Aerts, and Martin K�urster for having pro-vided us with some additional spectra. The results, also of our own observationsin March (and 11 further nights with the ESO 1.5-m telescope in April) are shownon the right hand side of Panel d in Fig. 1. The coincidence of combined radial ve-locity amplitude maxima and outbursts was proven for each of the predicted eventson MJD50 515 and MJD50 540. Even the double structure of the latter event pre-dicted by the preliminary model with sub-peaks on MJD50 435 and MJD50 447 wasdetected. Unfortunately our campaign ended just before an expected second majorevent.In spite of the success of predicting the times of increases of the line emission fromthe beating of the radial velocity curves, we will nevertheless have to revise ourpreliminary (and as of yet completely unphysical) model of mass ejection. Althoughthe structure of the bursting pattern is now reproduced in quite some detail, thecalculated times of the onset of the mass ejection are for larger outburts systematically1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 17



too early (compared to the times when the line emission actually rises). Because theO-C values do not increase with time, this only shows that without a physical modelthe outburst mechanism cannot be properly understood.We wish to thank again Michelle Thaller, Conny Aerts and Martin K�urster and allHeros observers for their observational e�orts to check our prediction.We will keep the readers of the Newsletter informed by submitting the abstractsof newly �nished papers, starting with the abstract of Paper I in this issue. Ourpublications are also available on the web at URLhttp://www.lsw.uni-heidelberg.de/~triviniu/Bestars.htmlas soon as they have been accepted (refereed journal articles) or submitted (proceedingand newsletter contributions).ReferencesBaade D. 1984, A&A, 135, 101Baade D., Dachs J., van de Weygaert R., Steeman F. 1988, A&A, 198, 211Hanuschik R.W., Dachs J., Baudzus M., Thimm G. 1993, A&A, 274, 356Peters G.J. 1995, In: Strassmeier, K.G. (ed.), Stellar surface structure, IAU Symp 176,poster proceedings, Vienna, p. 212Rivinius Th., �Ste S., Baade D., Stahl O., Wolf B., Kaufer A., 1997, Be Star Newsletter32, 14Rivinius Th., Baade D., �Ste S., Stahl O., Wolf B., Kaufer A. 1998a, In: Bradley P.A. andGuzik J.A. (eds.), A Half Century of Stellar Pulsation Interpretations, ASP Conf. Ser.,in pressRivinius Th., Baade D., �Ste S., Stahl O., Wolf B., Kaufer A. 1998b, A&A, 333, 125, PaperIRivinius Th., Baade D., �Ste S., Stahl O., Wolf B., Kaufer A. 1998c, to be submitted toA&A, Paper II3.2. A Multi-Wavelength Campaign on Gamma Cas.II. Circumstellar Structures Inferred from UltravioletContinuum and Si IV Line VariationsMyron A. SmithCSC/STScI3700 San Martin DriveBaltimore, MD 21218msmith@nebula.gsfc.nasa.govReceived: 1998 March 1This is the third report appearing in these newsletters of a optical/UV/X-ray cam-paign carried out on the prototypical B0.5e star  Cas about two years ago. Thethrust of the �rst part of our work was to show that the X-rays from this source canbe easiest understood as originating from near the surface of the Be star itself, withno hypothetical companion needed (Paper I). Below we argue that magnetosphericlobes exist over the star. The work described in the former and current report havebeen submitted to the ApJ for publication and is currently in the refereeing process.The authors of this Paper II are Smith, R. Robinson, and A. Hatzes. If further1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 18



FIGURE 1. Flux ratio curves as a function of wavelength for  Cas, taken during 1996Jan. 18-19 (zero pts. arbitrary).interested, you may also consult a Web site of a press release on this subject at:http://oposite.stsci.edu/pubinfo/pr/1998/07/pr.html. An article for Mercury maga-zine is further planned for later this year.Simultaneous X-ray and UV observations over a full day on 14{15 March 1996 havebeen made of  Cas using the RXTE satellite and the Goddard High ResolutionSpectrograph (GHRS) on board the Hubble Space Telescope. The GHRS spectra, takenin the region of the Si IV ��1394{1403 doublet, also permitted the construction ofa light curve from a nearby \pseudo-continuum" region. The continuum UV andX-ray light curves from this e�ort reveal a pair of X-ray maxima �10 hours apartwhich coincide in time with UV continuum ux \dips" of 1%. In Paper I of thisseries we attributed the UV dip features to magnetic activity sites on the star'ssurface which undergo rotational modulation (RM) on a �1.125 day period. In thecurrent study we �nd that ux and color curves generated from a 33-hour sequenceof IUE echellograms obtained in January 1996 display dip features similar to thosein the GHRS data. Comparing the timings of the continuum ux dips and the Si IVline strength variations in both the GHRS and IUE datasets gives a slightly revisedperiod of 1.123 days for both the UV and X-ray activities. This strengthens theargument that high-energy activity on  Cas over is modulated by rotation of long-lived structures close to its surface.Analysis of pseudo-continuum high-quality, monochromatic light curve constructedfrom the GHRS spectra and lower quality color curves constructed from the IUE1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 19



echellograms over a broad range of wavelengths shows at least two surprising charac-teristics for the ux dips: (1) the dips last only �0.3 cycles. This duration is too brieffor rotational modulation of surface features, and (2) their amplitudes increase fromlong to short wavelengths, attaining a maximum near �1206. The IUE color curvesare shown as Figure 1.The character of the variations of the photospheric Si IV line pro�les is also unex-pected in that the pro�le uctuations do not correlate with the slow undulations of thecontinuum ux. Moreover, the pro�le variations do not show an expected blue-to-redmigration of microfeatures. Except for an interval when they showed a pair of generalweakenings and strengthenings, the photospheric Si IV line pro�les do not show clearpatterns. During this same interval these variations showed a correlated time-lag asone samples uxes redward across the line pro�le. We suggest that these amorphousvariations are not caused on the surface but rather by wind inhomogeneities fromactive regions on the star impacting at the inner edge of the star's circumstellar disk.We have modeled the attenuation of ux with wavelength due to an occulting \cloud"which transits  Cas with Hubeny's suite of \CIRCUS/SYNSPEC" model atmosphereprogram. The result of these simulations is shown in Figure 2. The solid linesin this �gure depict the ux attenuations caused by three models a cloud having atemperature of 9000K, 7000K, or 5000K. The uncertainties in the observed amplitudesat various wavelengths (triangles) decrease from about the size of the symbol at shortwavelengths to about half the size at long wavelengths.
FIGURE 2. Comparison of observed vs. theoretical line-blanketed color variations fora cool occulting cloud.We interpret the monotonically increasing absorption toward short wavelengths, asbeing due to the strength of a strong Lyman � line which can occur only in a cool,1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 20



essentially recombined, gas. Such cool gas might co-exist near a hot source like aB0.5 star in the presence of thermal instabilities, similar to those occurring in activecoronal canopies of cool stars; these are fed from the surface by a nonthermal energysources.Finally, assuming a tilt of the rotational axis of 45o to the observer's line of sightfrom optical interferometry, our model simulations of the two major dips in the UVlight curves (see our last report) indicate that the clouds have radii of a few tenths ofa stellar radius and are attached to points on the surface at low- to mid-latitudes onthe near hemisphere. In all, these results support Paper I's conclusion that  Cas isa member of a small group of OB stars which have magnetospheres associated withX-ray activity.3.3. Stellar wind variability of the Be star FY CMaHuilai Cao1;2 and Joachim Dachs2Beijing Astronomical Observatory, Beijing, China1Astronomisches Institut der Ruhr{Universt�at, D{44780, Bochum,Germany2Received: 1998 January 29ABSTRACT: Unusual activity connected with infalling mass motions was recorded forthe B0.5 IVe star FY CMa in February 1987 both from archival IUE spectrograms of circum-stellar N v resonance lines and from optical spectra of H� emission and He i �5876�A linesshowing inverse P Cygni{type pro�les. We estimate the mass loss rate, _M to be about 4.1� 10�9M� yr�1 for a spherically symmetric wind. If we assume instead conical shape forthe wind, for a cone half angle of � 30�; _M � 3:4� 10�10M� yr�1, or _M � 2:2 � 1015 gms�1. We attempt to give a qualitatively explanation of activity observed for FY CMa interm of circumstellar matter raining down to the star.IntroductionSince 1949, the spectrum of the Be star FY CMa (HR 2855, HD 58978, MWC 179,B0.5 IVe, v sin i � 280 km s�1) has changed quite often. Merrill & Burwell (1949)noted that the hydrogen emission lines in the photographic region had disappeared.Burbidge & Burbidge (1954) reported that this object showed double emission lines atH� and H with R=V > 1, the Balmer lines from H9 onward appeared as absorptiononly. Occasional optical studies of Balmer emission lines pro�les obtained for this starat moderate resolution (1{2�A at H�) between 1981{1983 showed FY CMa to be in arather stable state of optical emission{lines formation in its circumstellar disk (Dachset al. 1986), while a number of high{resolution IUE spectrograms obtained for thestar since 1981 demonstrated strong variations of �ne structure of C iv, Si iv andN v resonance absorption doublets, indicating variable mass loss (Grady et al. 1987).In the present work we once more want to draw attention to the fact that FY CMawas observed in a state of unusually high activity of mass{loss variations during early{1987, as already noted by Peters (1988) and by Grady et al. (1988), and that thesemass{loss variation were accompanied by strong infalling motions of circumstellar1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 21



matter in front of the star, simultaneously visible in ultraviolet N v resonance ab-sorption line pro�les and in an optical He i �5876�A inverse P Cygni{type line pro�leobtained by Dachs et al. (1992).Data Obtained and ReductionSix high resolution (�=�� � 104) ultraviolet spectra obtained between 1981 and1987 by the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) spacecraft were provided bythe archives of the ESA Vilspa Data Center at the ESA Satellite Tracking Station atVillafrance del Castillo, Spain.Two high quality optical spectra of H� and He i �5876�A were measured with the ESOCoud�e Echelle Spectrometer fed by the 1.4 m Coud�e Auxiliary Telescope at La Silla,Chile. The instrumentation full width at half maximum (FWHM) measured in thethorium lamp comparison spectrum corresponds to a spectral resolution of 76 m�A ateither wavelength. These high{resolution optical spectrograms were supplementedby a total of 11 medium{resolution H�emission line{pro�les obtained for the starbetween 1981 and 1987 by various observers of the University of Bochum at the 61{cm telescope at ESO La Silla, using the University of Bochum scanner spectrometerat 1 to 2 �A resolution, as described by Dachs et al.(1986). Both for IUE spectrogramsand for optical spectrograms obtained at ESO, reductions were performed bymeansof IHAP and MIDAS image processing software systems provided by ESO. Radialvelocities were �rst calculated in the heliocentric system, and then further correctedby subtracting the radial velocity of the star listed in the Bright Star Catalogue, Vrad =+25 km s�1, in order to obtain velocities in the stellar reference frame. Typical mass{loss rates implied for FY CMa by the Si iv pro�les were determined by employingthe method used by Snow (1981). For the ion number density fraction in the wind,N(Si iv)/N(H) = 3.5 � 10�5 was adopted.Morphology of Stellar Wind VariationsAsymmetric ultraviolet resonance doublet line pro�les showing stellar wind absorp-tion were inspected on six selected IUE spectrograms obtained in 1981 (SWP 15053,15478), 1982 (SWP 15933, 15979) and 1987 (SWP 30183, 30392). Wavelength re-gions corresponding to N v (�1235{47 �A) and to C iv absorption (�1539{58 �A) areplotted in Fig. 1, while Si iv doublet regions (�1384{1412 �A) are drawn in Fig. 2. Asjudged from equivalent widths and asymmetries of C iv, N v and Si iv absorptionpro�les, stellar wind in FY CMa is very strong, by comparison to other Be stars ofsimilar spectral types, as noted by Grady et al. (1987). While no large variationsare seen in the Si iv pro�les recorded between 1981 and 1987 (Fig. 2), dramaticvariations occurred in the C iv and in particular, in the N v pro�les (Fig. 1). Espe-cially N v pro�les are characterized by broad at bottom absorption troughs in 1981September and November, while multiple discrete absorption components located atabout {30 and {450 km s�1, dominate N v pro�les recorded both in 1982 Januaryand in 1987 January (day 28). By contrast, one month after the 1987 January spec-trum had been taken, in 1987 February 26 (day 57), N v and also C iv absorptionpro�les are distinctly di�erent, showing evidence for simultaneous presence of out-owing and inowing motions, most probably occurring in adjacent regions of thevisible circumstellar hemisphere in front of FY CMa. While outow is observed atN v extending from about {250 to at least {540 km s�1and at C iv from about {1751998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 22



FIGURE 1. The spectral variations of FY CMa in resonance doublet lines N v andC iv of the high resolution IUE spectra.km s�1to around {1500 km s�1, inow is visible both in C iv and N v at velocitiesextending from about 0 to +200 km s�1.It is interesting to note that infalling motion in about the same velocity range wasalso clearly visible in an optical He i �5876�A pro�le of the star showing inverse PCygni{type structure (Fig. 3), as obtained already on 1987 February 12 (day 43) anddescribed earlier by Dachs et al. (1992). The sequence of the optical He i �5876�A pro-�le taken 1987{43 and the ultraviolet N v �1239�A pro�le measured 1987{57 point toan extended phase of infalling motions of highly excited plasma (at electron temper-ature T � 105 K) from the circumstellar envelope of the Be star raining down to thestellar surface and lasting at least 14 days (Grady et al. 1988). In many other IUEspectrograms of this star, absorption by infalling matter can be detected at similarvelocities ranging between +30 and +100 km s�1from transitions of ions in lower{ionization states, e.g. from Si iii{uv1 �1892.0�A, Si iii{uv4 ��1299.0, 1303.3�A orFe iii{uv34 in �1895.5�A, pointing to infall of relatively cool plasma. This can beseen, e.g. 1982 January or, as noted by Grady et al. (1988), in 1987 May. Terminalvelocities of the expanding wind ows read from the pro�les average around {950km s�1for the Si iv ion and approximate {1450 km s�1for C iv. Available medium{resolution H�emission{line pro�les collected between 1981 and 1987 usually indicatedouble{peak structure of the emission, with violet{to{red peak intensity ratios vary-ing between V=R � 1.02 and 1.14. Equivalent widths of H�line emission recordedrange betweenWe = {7.3 �A measured on 1985 April 07 (R. Hanuschik, unpublished)and {14.5 �A found in 1981 November{December (Dachs et al. 1986).1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 23



FIGURE 2. Circumstellar doublet lines Si iv �� 1393.755,1402.770�A had no obviousvariation during Jan.28{Feb.26, 1987.
FIGURE 3. Infalling motion in the circumstellar gas surrounding FY CMa is indicatedby the inverse P Cygni pro�le shown by the He i �5876�A line measured 1987 Feb. 11/12.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 24



DiscussionThe ultraviolet and optical observations clearly show that an abrupt change observedin the circumstellar region around FYCMa involved the simultaneous presence of bothinfall and outow of material (Peters 1988). The data which we collected showed thatthis activity sustained at least 30 days. Combining our observation with Peters datait can be estimated that this activity persisted more than 3 months. Similar suddenspectral variations have been seen in pre{main sequence objects in which accretion ofmatter is occurring, but such bursts of activity have rarely been observed in classicalBe stars.A more plausible explanation of the abrupt activity is probably a sudden accretionevent in the circumstellar envelope, as evidence for infall of matter is clearly seen inseveral species of moderate ionization. Such spectral change could be due to magneticactivity, i.e. magnetic ares or loops. FY CMa perhaps has large magnetic loops orjets with a ow of material that originates near one of the poles and falling downupon the star in the line of sight. In this case the line pro�le presents strong blueshift with inverse P Cygni{type feature.ReferencesBaade, D., Dachs, J., Weygaert, R. van de, & Steemann, F. 1989, A&A, 198, 211Burbidge E. M., & Burbidge G. R. 1954, ApJ, 119, 496Dachs, J., Hanuschik, R., Kaiser, D., et al. 1986 A&AS, 63, 87Dachs, J., Hummel, W., & Hanuschik, R. 1992, A&AS, 95, 437Grady, C. A., Bjorkman, K. S., & Snow, T. P. 1987, ApJ, 320, 376Grady, C. A., Bjorkman, K. S., Peters, G. J., & Henrichs, H. F. 1988, in A Decade of UVAstronomy with IUE, ESA{SP 281, Vol. 1, 257Merrill, P. W., & Burwell, C. G. 1949, Ap. J. 110, 387Peters, G. J. 1988, ApJ, 331, L33Snow, T. P. 1981, Ap. J. 251, 1393.4. Energy Crisis in Be star Radiation Emission?Krishna M. V. ApparaoDepartment of Physics, University of BombaySanta Cruz East, Mumbai 400098, IndiaReceived: 1998 May 12This note is an attempt to draw the attention of the Be star community to the problemof energetically accounting for the H� and infrared radiation from Be stars.It is generally agreed that the emission lines observed from Be stars arise from thegas envelope around it. It is presumed that the ionization of the envelope is bythe Lyman continuum from the Be stars. The ionized gas in the envelope is alsoconsidered responsible for the infrared excess observed. Some attempts have beenmade to quantitatively account for the H� and infrared radiations from the disk(Hoich 1988; Waters, Cote, and Lamers 1987; Kastner and Mazzali 1989; Kerkwijk,Waters and Marlborough 1994). Hoich considered a model in which the gas envelopeis an extension of the atmosphere of the Be star and spherical symmetry is assumed.He was able to reproduce the H� equivalent widths by considering Balmer continuum1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 25



absorption in addition to the Lyman continuum absorption. However, the sphericalsymmetry assumed is clearly not tenable in view of several observations. Waters,Cote, and Lamers (1987), Kastner and Mazzali (1989), and Kerkwijk, Waters, andMarlborough (1995) on the other hand assume a temperature throughout the envelopeconsidered, in order to account for the H� and infrared radiation. It needs to beshown that the assumed temperature can occur throughout the envelope due to theabsorption of radiation from the Be star, before the results can be accepted.We have been examining the energetics of H� and infrared radiation from Be starsby considering the absorption of all the ionizing radiation from the Be star; thisshould give the maximumpossible ionization by the radiation (Apparao and Tarafdar1987; 1997a; 1997b). We have assumed the Lyman and Balmer continua given byatmospheric calculations of Kurucz (1979) for various spectral types of Be stars andconsidered their absorption for ionizing the Be star envelope. In the �rst publicationwe have calculated the energy in the H� emission due to the absorption of Lymanand Balmer continua from the Be stars, and compared the results with observations.We found that the observations can be accounted for Be star spectral types up to B5(see Table 1); the emission from later spectral types cannot be accounted for by theabove process. We had suggested the need for additional ionizing photons.TABLE 1 { H� Emission (HII Region formed by Be and He stars)Spectral Temperature Lyman Balmer Observed �Type (K) (erg s�1) (erg s�1) (erg s�1)B1 : : : : : 25000 8.2E+32 2.7E+34 2.5E+34B3 : : : : : 20000 2.4E+32 5.8E+32 4.0E+33B5 : : : : : 16000 3.6E+30 8.3E+30 8.0E+32B8 : : : : : 13000 7.0E+28 1.7E+29 5.0E+32He : : : : : 50000 9.9E+32 2.5E+33 ...He : : : : : 70000 3.7E+34 8.0E+34 ...� The values given are the maximum observed values.In Apparao and Tarafdar (1997a) we suggested that in the case of late type Be stars,a He star binary companion to the Be star can supply the necessary ionizing photons(see Table 1). We had shown that the He star will not visible in the glare of theBe star optical emission. This will imply that all the late type Be stars which areobserved to emit H� emission have a He star binary companion, and for those withouta He star companion, though having a gas envelope, H� emission will not be detected.Some of the other consequences of our suggestion are given in the paper.We have examined whether the observed infrared excess for Be stars (these consider-ations do not pertain to B[e] stars, where the infrared emission is believed to occurfrom heated dust) can be accounted for by free-free emission by the gas envelopeionized by the Lyman continuum of the Be star (Apparao and Tarafdar 1997b). Thecalculated values and the observed values are given in Table 2.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 26



TABLE 2 { Infrared Emission (HII Region around Be Stars)Spectral IR from Calculation IR from Observation aType (ergs s�1) (ergs s�1)09.5 : : : 7.2E+36 1.0E+36 bB1 : : : : : 8.4E+34 2.4E+36B3 : : : : : 2.5E+33 1.9E+35B5 : : : : : 3.9E+32 1.0E+35B8 : : : : : 8.7E+30 1.9E+34a Highest values observed for the spectral type (Ashok et al. 1984).b Observed value for X Per, when not peak emission (Roche et al. 1993).It is seen from Table 2 that the infrared emission calculated from the absorption of theLyman continuum is inadequate to account for the observed infrared emission fromBe stars of spectral types of B1 and later. In the case of spectral types greater thanB4, the energy in the Lyman continuum itself is smaller than that in the observedinfrared radiation.How then the infrared emission is energized? We had considered two possibilities:1) Be stars emit a Lyman continuum more copiously than given by the atmosphericcalculations of Kurucz (1979), or 2) additional ionizing photons are supplied by acompanion star to the Be star (He star, white dwarf, or neutron star).Observations of the star Epsilon CMa (Cassinelli et al. 1995) by the EUVE Satellitehas shown that the EUV ux is about thirty times the ux given by atmosphericcalculations. Modi�cations of the atmospheric calculations could not explain the ob-servations so far and the origin of this ux remains obscure. However, the possibilityexists that B and Be stars emit EUV ux more copiously than given by the atmo-spheric calculations. If this is true, then the observed infrared and H� uxes forBe stars (at least for the early spectral types) can be accounted for energetically.However, the problem still remains for the late spectral types.The required ionizing photons to account for the infrared and H� uxes from Bestars can easily be supplied by the presence of a compact object (He star, whitedwarf, or neutron star) in binary motion around the Be star. The formation of suchbinaries was discussed by Pols et al. (1991). The surface temperature of the He staris high enough to supply the requisite photons (Apparao and Tarafdar 1997a). If thecompact object is a white dwarf or neutron star, matter accretion is needed to giveout ionizing photons. The presence of a neutron star is indicated by an X-ray ux,but the presence of a white dwarf star is di�cult to detect due to absorption of theradiation by the Be star envelope itself (Apparao 1991). The detection of white dwarfand He stars in the far and extreme UV is discussed in Apparao and Tarafdar (1997a;1997b). As mentioned earlier, the presence of a He star will be di�cult to detect inthe visible region due to the brightness of the Be star.There is enough energy in the Balmer continuum of Be stars to account for theobserved infrared and H� emissions. However, a process by which the energy can beutilized to provide the necessary ionization has not been found yet.The suggestion that the ionizing photons to account for the infrared and H� emissionscome from a compact object implies that all the Be stars, at least the later spectral1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 27



types, are binaries. Even though this is a possibility considered earlier by otherauthors (e.g. Harmanec 1982), there is no evidence to support this contention.We suggest that at present the accounting for the energy needed for infrared and H�emissions of Be stars is not done adequately. Further observations and theoreticalwork are needed to give an answer.Acknowledgments: I thank the Indian National Science Academy for a Senior ScientistFellowship. I thank the Director of Tata Institute of Fundamental Research for useof the library and other facilities. I thank Prof. S. B. Patel and other colleagues atthe Bombay University.ReferencesApparao, K.M.V., and Tarafdar, S.P., 1987, ApJ, 322, 976Apparao, K.M.V., and Tarafdar, S.P., 1997a, Bull.Astr.Soc.Ind., 25, 345Apparao, K.M.V., and Tarafdar, S.P., 1997b, J. Astrophys.Astr., 18, 145Ashok, N.M. et al., 1984 MNRAS, 211, 471Cassinelli, J.P., et al., 1995, ApJ, 438, 932Harmanec, P., 1987, IAU Colloquium no. 92, 339Hoich, P., 1988, A&A, 176, 93Kastner, J.H., and Mazzali, P.A., 1989, A&A, 210, 295Kurucz, R.L., 1979, ApJS. 40, 1Pols, O.R., Cote, J., Waters, L.B.F.M., and Heise, J., 1991, A&A, 241, 419.van Kerkwijk, M.H., Waters, L.B.F.M., and Marlborough, J.M., 1994. A&A, 300, 259Waters, L.B.F.M., Cote, J., and Lamers, H.G.J.L.M., 1987, A&A,185, 206
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4. WHAT'S HAPPENING?4.1. Discovery of periodic brightenings in the B variableHD 6226Petr HarmanecAstronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic251 65 Ond�rejov, Czech Republic. e-mail: hec@sunstel.asu.cas.czReceived: 1997 July 21Hrvoje Bozic and I have published in A&A (1998, A&A, 330, 222) a short paper inwhich we report our discovery of a little studied B variable HD 6226 for which wefound occasional, and possibly regular brightenings for about 0.2 mag. in V . Wesuspect that the brightenings could re-appear with a period of 481 d, and I decidedto alert readers after I realized that if we are right, the next brightening shouldoccur literary these days, centred on 1997 August 2. You can get a postscript copyof our paper from anonymous ftp to sunstel.asu.cas.cz (147.231.104.100) directorypub/hd6226.4.2. A Painting of the Be + sdO Binary Phi PerseiDouglas R. GiesCenter for High Angular Resolution Astronomy and Department of Physicsand AstronomyGeorgia State University, Atlanta, GA 30303, e-mail: gies@chara.gsu.eduReceived: 1998 February 2A recent issue of ApJ (Gies et al. 1998, ApJ, 493, 440) contains our report on newUV spectroscopy made with the Hubble Space Telescope and Goddard High Resolu-tion Spectrograph of the unusual binary system, Phi Persei. This system containsa rapidly rotating Be star orbiting a hitherto unseen companion in a 127 day orbit.The new HST/GHRS spectra show for the �rst time clear evidence of the compan-ion's spectrum: it is a hot (53000 K), small star (1 M�) which is presumably thestripped-down remains of a much more massive star which lost both mass and angu-lar momentum to the companion (which is spinning at close to the critical break-upspeed). The new results are important for several reasons:� This is the �rst time we have actually observed this stage in massive star binaryevolution.� The observations demonstrate that rapidly spinning Be stars can be formedthrough binary processes.� The companion (a hot subdwarf) represents the brightest such object in the sky(but hitherto lost in the glare of the Be star).1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 29



The Outreach O�ce of the Space Telescope Science Institute was interested in mak-ing a WWW News Release about this work, but we needed some kind of image toaccompany the text. I contacted Bill Pounds, an astronomical artist living here inthe Atlanta, and with the help of Jon Bjorkman (University of Toledo) and others,Bill produced a beautiful and, hopefully, accurate rendering of what Phi Persei mightlook like close up. The painting and press release are available on the WWW at URLhttp://oposite.stsci.edu/pubinfo/pr/97/39.html, and the painting graces thecover of this issue of the Be Star Newsletter.The painting depicts the binary system for an assumed inclination of 80� and anorbital phase just prior to primary superior conjunction. The Be primary (upperright) appears oblate and gravity darkened because of its extremely fast rotation(V sin i = 450 km s�1). The surrounding circumstellar disk was made assuming aGaussian intensity distribution based on interferometric measurements Quirrenbachet al. 1997, ApJ, 479, 477) and the Hipparcos distance estimate (220 pc), and the redcolour reects the dominance of the H� ux. The inner edge of the disk facing thecompanion has a brighter appearance because we believe it is heated there by thesecondary (observed in the appearance of Fe IV shell lines in the HST spectra at thisorbital phase). The hot subdwarf secondary appears in the foreground (lower left)with radial features suggesting its strong stellar wind (see Thaller et al. 1995, ApJ,448, 878). The secondary also has a circumstellar disk (seen in the He II �4686 line)which we imagine results from infall from the Be star's disk.Hopefully future interferometric observations will show how closely this paintingmatches the real situation.4.3. Interferometric Results Highlighted on WWW SitePhilippe SteeObservatoire de la Cote d'Azur, Departement Fresnel - UMR 6528, EquipeGI2T, 2130, route de l'Observatoire, Caussols, 06460 St Vallier deThiey - France, e-mail: stee@obs-nice.frReceived: 1998 January 21I have assembled on my World Wide Web site a number of papers and results re-lated to high resolution studies of hot stars. Interested readers can �nd the page athttp://www.obs-nice.fr/stee/bienvenue.html.
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4.4. Atlas of Spectropolarimetric Observations of Be StarsKaren BjorkmanRitter Observatory, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University ofToledo, Toledo, OH 43606, e-mail: karen@astro.utoledo.eduReceived: 1998 January 21We are in the process of putting together an atlas of spectropolarimetric observationsof Be stars using data taken at the University of Wisconsin's Pine Blu� Observatoryfrom 1989-94 (a second installment later will include data from 1995 onward). Partof this publication will include a web-based atlas, to allow easy access to the databy the astronomical community. Sample pages from the atlas were presented at theJanuary, 1998, AAS meeting in Washington DC.In order to make this atlas as useful as possible, we are soliciting feedback frompotential users about the tentative layout of the web pages. If you would be interestedin having a look at our sample pages, please point your Web browser to the followingURL: http://www.sal.wisc.edu/HPOL/atlases/besAny feedback or suggestions you would care to o�er would be greatly appreciated.You can send your comments via e-mail to either me (karen@astro.utoledo.edu) or toMarilyn Meade (meade@sal.wisc.edu).Thanks for your assistance!
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5. ABSTRACTSPhotometric Monitoring of Bright Be Stars. III.1988-89 and 1992-95John R. Percy, Jason Harlow, Katharine A.S. Hayhoe, Inese I. Ivans,Matthew Lister, Rene Plume, Tara Rosebery, Sarah Thompson,and David YeungErindale College and Department of Astronomy, University of Toronto, Mississauga, Ontario, CanadaL5L 1C6We report long-term photometric (BV) observations of 23 bright, active Be starsmade in 1988 and 1989 and 1992 to 1995 with the 0.4m telescope at the University ofToronto. Cumulative light curves, including observations made earlier at the Univer-sity of Toronto, and with the Automatic Photometric Telescope Service in Arizona,are presented for several of the stars. Many of the stars show cyclic variations of upto 0.2 in V and B on time scales of a few years, as well as variations on time scalesof about a day.1997, PASP, 109, 1215On the spectacular variations of  Cas: Evidencefor a temporarily tilted circumstellar diskW. HummelUniversit�atssternwarte M�unchen, Scheinerstr. 1, D-81679 M�unchen, GermanyA new explanation for the spectacular emission line variations occuring in the Bestars  Cas and 59 Cyg is presented. We propose a circumstellar Keplerian disk,tilted with respect to the equatorial plane. The precessing nodal and apsidal linecauses a variation in the emission line widths and pro�le shapes. In particular thesequence of alternating shell-phases and narrow single-peak phases is proposed to bedue to an apparent variation in the disk inclination.1998, A&A, 330, 243Long-term visual spectrophotometric behaviourof Be starsA. Moujtahid,1, J. Zorec2, A.M. Hubert1, A. Garcia2 and D.G. Burki31 Observatoire de Paris-Meudon, DASGAL, F-92195 Meudon Principal Cedex, France2 Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, C.N.R.S. - 98bis, bd. Arago, F-75014 Paris, France3 Observatoire de Gen�eve, CH-1290 Sauverny, SwitzerlandThe long-term spectrophotometric variations of 49 Be stars are studied using the Uand V magnitudes of the UBV system, the total Balmer discontinuity D and the1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 32



visible gradient �rb. BCD spectrophotometric and photometric data in �ve di�erentphotometric systems, obtained in most cases since 1950 and reduced to the BCDsystem, were used. The (U;D), (V;D), (�rb;D) and (�rb; V ) correlations obtaineddi�er from star to star and they can be single or double-valued. They di�er clearlyfor Be phases or Be-shell phases. Be stars with small V sin i showing the "spectropho-tometric shell behaviour": D > D�, were found. This �nding implies either thatstrongly attened models of circumstellar envelopes are in doubt for these stars, orthat not all Be stars are rapid rotators. Comparison of observed variations with thosepredicted for model Be stars with spherical circumstellar envelopes of variable den-sities and dimensions implies that spectrophotometric patterns of Be phases are dueto circumstellar envelopes in low opacity regimes, while those of spectrophotometricshell phases are due to circumstellar envelopes in high opacity regimes. In a givenstar, the envelope regions responsible for the observed variations of D and �rb inspectrophotometric shell phases seem to be smaller and denser than those producingthe observed variations of these parameters in spectrophotometric Be phases. Thehigh positive RV found in strong shell phases might favor the formation of compactcircumstellar layers near the star.1998, A&AS, 129, 289The optical counterparts to Be/X-ray binaries inthe Magellanic CloudsJ.B.Stevens1, M.J.Coe1 and D.A.H.Buckley21 Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Southampton, High�eld,2 South African Astronomical Observatory, P.O. Box 9, Observatory, 7935, South AfricaThe �elds of 8 X-ray sources in the Magellanic Clouds believed to be Be/X-ray binarieshave been searched for possible Be star counterparts. BV R and H� CCD imaging wasemployed to identify early type emission stars through colour indices and H� uxes.Follow up H� spectroscopy of 5 sources con�rms the presence of H� emission in eachcase. Based on the positional coincidence of emission line objects with the X-raysources, we identify Be star counterparts to the ROSAT sources RX J0032.9-7348, RXJ0049.1-7250, RX J0054.9-7226 and RX J0101.0-7206, and to the recently discoveredASCA source AX J0051-722. We con�rm the Be star nature of the counterparts tothe EXOSAT source EXO0531.1-6609, and the HEAO1 source H0544-665. In the�eld of the ROSAT source RX J0051.8-7231 we �nd three possible counterparts, eachshowing evidence for H� emission.Submitted to MNRASPreprints from jbs@astro.soton.ac.ukHIGH STATE OF H� EMISSION ACTIVITYOF THE HERBIG Be STAR HD 200775Anatoly S. Miroshnichenko1, Christopher L. Mulliss1, Karen S. Bjorkman1,1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 33



Nancy D. Morrison1, Yuri V. Glagolevskij2, Georgij A. Chountonov21 Ritter Observatory, Dept. of Physics & Astronomy, The University of Toledo, Toledo, OH 43606-3390, USA2 Special Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Karachai-Cherkess Re-public, Nizhnyi Arkhyz, 357147, RussiaWe present the results of high-resolution spectroscopic observations of the pre-main-sequence Herbig Be star HD 200775 obtained between September 1994 and February1998. Strong variations of the H� line associated with an extended period of strongemission during summer and fall 1997 have been observed. The line equivalent widthtook on the highest value reported in the last 20 years. Evidence of a strong stellarwind followed by enhanced accretion of circumstellar matter onto the star, as sug-gested previously by Beskrovnaya et al. (1994, A&A, 287, 564), is con�rmed. Areview of the observational literature dating back to 1977 indicates periodic behav-ior of the H� equivalent width with a period of 3.68 years. The next high emissionstate is predicted to occur in the �rst half of 2001. We emphasize the importance ofcoordinated photometric and high{resolution spectroscopic observations for furtherunderstanding of the star's behavior.Submitted to PASPFor preprints, contact anatoly@physics.utoledo.eduor by anonymous ftp to ftp.physics.utoledo.edu /users/anatoly/hd200775Evidence for one-armed oscillations in theequatorial disk of � Tau from GI2T spectrallyresolved interferometryF. Vakili1, D. Mourard1, Ph. Stee1, D. Bonneau1, P. Berio1,O. Chesneau1, N. Thureau1, F. Morand1, A. Labeyrie2, and I. Tallon-Bosc31 GI2T, Fresnel, Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, F-06740 Caussols, France2 Observatoire de Haute Provence, 04870 Saint Michel l'Observatoire, France3 Centre de Recherche Astronomique de Lyon, UMR CNRS 5574, 9 avenue Charles Andr�e, 69561St Genis Laval Cedex, FranceWe report sub-mas observations of the Be Shell star � Tau with the Grand In-terf�erom�etre �a 2 T�elescopes (GI2T) on November '93 and October '94. In '93, theH� line presented a V/R ratio of 0.57 with a central absorption shell component.On October '94 the H� line presented a reversed V/R ratio of 1.26 with a shallowerabsorption component. For both epochs we analysed the amplitude and phase of thefringe signal relative to the local continuum as a function of Doppler-shift across H�.We clearly resolve the H� emitting envelope on October '93. We �nd that the bulgeof the emission which occurs around RV=+130 km.s�1 has a N-S projected positionof 0.7 mas to the South of the continuum source. This value corresponds to a linearseparation of 3.6 photospheric radii. For October 94, the same analysis shows thatthe projected position of this bulge, occuring around RV=-70 km.s�1 has moved to0.5 mas, i.e. 2.6 photospheric radii, North of the continuum source. On account ofthe opposite V/R values between 93 and 94 and the long term H� cyclic variabilityof � Tau this apparent motion corresponds to the �rst interferometric detection of an1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 34



axi-asymmetric envelope around a Be star that we interpret as direct evidence for aprograde one-armed oscillation of its equatorial disk.Accepted by Astronomy & Astrophysics, Main Journal, March 1998Preprints from vakili@obs-azur.frStellar and circumstellar activity of the Be star�Cen I. Line emission outburstsTh. Rivinius1, D. Baade2, S. �Ste3, O. Stahl3, B. Wolf3, and A. Kaufer31 Landessternwarte K�onigstuhl, Heidelberg, Germany2 European Southern Observatory, Garching bei M�unchen, Germany3 Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences, Ond�rejov, Czech RepublicWith a total of 408 echelle spectra obtained withHeros (Heidelberg Extended RangeOptical Spectrograph) during 6 observing runs covering 355 nights in 4 years and thespectral range from 3450 to 8620�A at a resolving power of 20 000, this study isbased on one of the most extensive homogeneous observational records of the short-,medium-, and long-term variability of any Be star. One week worth of low-resolutionspectra with very high temporal sampling was additionally obtained. Three denseseries of very high-resolution low-noise pro�les of He i�6678 observed in 1985-1987(309 spectra) and one of Si iii�4553 obtained in 1995 (27 spectra) simultaneously tothe low-resolution data could also be relied upon for veri�cation purposes.The star was found to be in the process of continued gradual recovery of the H�emitting disk which had been lost from 1977-1989. During the monitoring periodnumerous line emission outbursts were observed. A detailed generalized pattern ofan outburst cycle is derived from observations of di�erent circumstellar lines at timesof various levels of emission from the disk. Relative quiescence, precursor, outburst,and subsequent relaxation can be distinguished as the main constituing phases, eventhough there are distinct di�erences between di�erent groups of spectral lines.Outbursts are preceded by a signi�cant decline in the peak height of all circumstellaremission lines, which only lasts a few days. The outbursts proper are characterizedby the occurrence within 1-3 days of (i) broad emission wings, (ii) rapid cyclic vari-ability of the violet-to-red (V=R) emission peak ratio, (iii) temporary high velocityabsorptions, (iv) transient sharp absorption spikes at the edges of photospheric lines,(v) an increase in the separation of emission peaks, and (vi) an increase of emissionstrength as the burst goes on. Particularly the V=R activity may be accompanied byrelatively short-lived narrow, blueshifted high-velocity absorption components. Therelaxation phase following the outburst exhibits a slow but steady decline from thesesudden enhancements and ultimately returns to the pre-outburst state of relative qui-escence. Outbursts can di�er in amplitude and duration by a factor of a few, andthe larger an outburst is, the more time it takes relative quiescence to be reached.At times the frequency of outbursts is so high, or the amplitude of an outburst is solarge, that the next outburst takes place before the previous pre-outburst state hasbeen re-established. 1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 35



Based on this empirical phenomenology, a schematic picture of the associated ejectionof matter into a near-stellar orbit is sketched.1998, A&A, 333, 125Stellar and circumstellar activity of the Be star �Cen II. Multiperiodic low-order line-pro�levariabilityTh. Rivinius1, D. Baade2, S. �Ste3, O. Stahl1, B. Wolf1, and A. Kaufer11 Landessternwarte Heidelberg, K�onigstuhl, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany,email: T.Rivinius@lsw.uni-heidelberg.de2 European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2, D-85748 Garching b. M�unchen,Germany, e-mail: dbaade@eso.org3 Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences, CZ-251 65 Ond�rejov, Czech Republic,e-mail: sste@sunstel.asu.cas.czAfter the study in Paper I of the morphology of the line emission outbursts of thisbright Be star, the same database is analyzed for the temporal characteristics of thephotospheric variability.In the 1992-1997 spectra, separate time series analyses were performed for the meanradial velocities of two groups of lines, He I and Si III, which were selected for theirbeing the least contaminated by emission components. A period search with iterativepre-whitening revealed six periods which maintained phase coherence over the entiretime interval covered. Four of them are close to the previously reported 0.505-dayperiod (and, in fact, constitute it). Their relative frequency spacings are about 1.8%,0.9%, and again 1.8% and cannot be resolved in single-season data strings. The othertwo periods, which were not found in the Siiii lines, are near 0.28 day. Additionally,the radial velocity variations of the single line He I �6678 were studied. This dataset extends from 1985 to 1997 thereby permitting a re�nement of the periods foundin the other lines.Similar time series analyses of the ux contained in 5 km s�1 wide line-pro�le bins ofthe 1995-1997 spectra found periods that are identical to those of the radial velocitiesto within 4 decimal places. However, not all periods are detected in all 21 linesstudied.Within either group of periods, the line-pro�le variability patterns are indistinguish-able from one another whereas the di�erence between the two groups is highly signi�-cant. This implies that there are also two di�erent stellar surface patterns associatedwith the two groups. Their analysis is deferred to the third paper in this series.Numerous di�erent tests were performed to check the genuineness of the multiperi-odicity. None of them could disprove the reality of any of the periods which seems tobe well founded on many observational facts.At times of enhanced V=R variability, an additional line-pro�le modulation withperiod � 0:505 day may develop. It consists of narrow absorption spikes at � �1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 36



0:7v sin i and, in the respective opposite wing, a very extended ramp-like ascent ofthe pro�le to the adjacent continuum.Finally, a series of 348 low-resolution spectra obtained during 8 nights, which coin-cided with a line-emission outburst, indicates cyclic variations of the radial velocityof Balmer and He I lines with a time scale of 0.58 day. The same time scale was alsopresent in the V=R ratio of the two emission peaks in H�.Submitted to Astronomy & AstrophysicsPreprints will be available from the �rst author after the paper has been accepted forpublication.Multiperiodic line-pro�le variability and atentative ephemeris for line-emission outbursts ofthe Be star � CenTh. Rivinius1, D. Baade2, S. �Ste3, O. Stahl3, B. Wolf3, and A. Kaufer31 Landessternwarte K�onigstuhl, Heidelberg, Germany2 European Southern Observatory, Garching bei M�unchen, Germany3 Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences, Ond�rejov, Czech RepublicBetween 1992 and 1997 the bright Be star � Cen was monitored spectroscopicallywith a high-resolution echelle spectrograph. A thorough period analysis of the stellarradial velocity could resolve the previously suspected 0.505-day period into 3 distinct,closely spaced periods. The line-pro�le variations associated with all three periodsare about the same and can be best described as a roughly sinusoidal low-ordermodulation of the line pro�les. A fourth mode with higher frequency in both thespatial and temporal domain was also detected. Qualitatively, low-order NRP g-modes of (di�erent) high radial degree can readily serve as a possible interpretation.This might open meaningful asteroseismological opportunities.From the phases and mean amplitudes of the three 0.5-day periods the times ofmaximal amplitude superposition were re-constructed which correlate well with thetimes of the observed increases of the emission line strength. This may lead to arevival of the notion of pulsationally driven outbursts of Be stars.To appear in: \A Half Century of Stellar Pulsation Interpretations: ATribute to Arthur N. Cox" held in Los Alamos in June 1997, eds. P.A.Bradley and J.A. Guzik.Preprints from T.Rivinius@lsw.uni-heidelberg.deor on the web at http://www.lsw.uni-heidelberg.de/~triviniu/Bestars.htmlCircumstellar quasi-periods accompanying stellarperiods of Be starsS. �Ste1, D. Baade2, Th. Rivinius3, O. Stahl3, B. Wolf3, and A. Kaufer31 Astronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences, Ond�rejov, Czech Republic2 European Southern Observatory, Garching bei M�unchen, Germany1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 37



3 Landessternwarte K�onigstuhl, Heidelberg, GermanySeveral hundred high spectral and temporal resolution spectra (345-862 nm) of threesouthern Be stars obtained in three seasons were used for time series analyses of linepro�les. The periodicity pattern di�ers signi�cantly: (i) across a given line-pro�le,(ii) between di�erent spectral lines, and (iii) between di�erent phases of an emissionoutburst cycle. In some seasons, newly discovered transient periods co-exist withthe main stellar periods which maintain long-term stability and phase coherence.They di�er typically by � 10% from the main periods, less from transient periods atother epochs, and are not present in purely photospheric lines, but can be dominantin the lines formed in the upper parts of the extended atmosphere. The nature ofthe phenomenon and concerns about implications for studies of rapid variability arediscussed.To appear in: \A Half Century of Stellar Pulsation Interpretations: ATribute to Arthur N. Cox" held in Los Alamos in June 1997, eds. P.A.Bradley and J.A. Guzik.Preprints from sstefl@sunstel.asu.cas.czor on the web at http://www.lsw.uni-heidelberg.de/~triviniu/Bestars.htmlWeak and Post T Tauri Stars around B-typemembers of the Sco-Cen OB associationE.L. Mart�in1;21 Astronomy Department, University of California, Berkeley, CA 947202 Instituto de Astrof��sica de Canarias, 38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, SpainI report medium-resolution (FWHM=1.9 �A) spectroscopic observations of six H�emission stars proposed by Meyer et al. (1993) to be T Tauri stars formed in thevicinity of the B1 giant �Sco, a bright member of the Sco-Cen OB association. Us-ing spectroscopic criteria (spectral types, H� and LiI equivalent widths), which aredistance-independent, I classify these stars in di�erent PMS classes. Taking datafrom the literature, a number of stars detected by X-ray observations around otherB-type members of Sco-Cen are also classi�ed. The current census of \bona-�de"low-mass PMS stars identi�ed in about 9 deg.2 in Sco-Cen is 2 CTTS, 18 WTTSand 10 PTTS. The presence of a mixture of T Tauri and post T Tauri stars impliesthat previous results based on isochrone �tting that indicated an extremely youngage (�1 Myr) for the Sco-Cen PMS low-mass population are incorrect. A distance ofabout 125 pc for Sco-Cen, instead of the 160 pc used in previous works, is consistentwith the Hipparcos parallaxes for many of the B-type stars and would lead to olderH-R diagram ages. Taking into account that PTTS are generally fainter and harderto identify than WTTS, I argue that the WTTS/PTTS ratio in Sco-Cen may be oforder of unity. This result suggests that the low-mass stars of the OB association spanan age range similar to the B-type members (5{15 Myrs), i.e. the low and high-massstar populations are essentially coeval. Sco-Cen appears to be indeed a promisingplace to �nd many PTTSs in future surveys.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 38



Coupled long-term photometric and V/Rvariations in Be stars: evidence for progradeglobal one-armed disk oscillationsR.E. Mennickent 1, C. Sterken2 and N. Vogt31 Dpto. de F��sica, Facultad de Ciencias F��sicas y Matem�aticas, Universidad de Concepci�on, Casilla4009, Concepci�on, Chile.2 University of Brussels (VUB), Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussels, Belgium.3 Departamento de Astronom��a y Astrof��sica, Ponti�cia Universidad Cat�olica de Chile, Casilla 104,Santiago 22, Chile and Sternwarte Sonneberg, Sternwartenstr. 32, D-96515 Sonneberg, Germany.We review theoretical work on global oscillations of Be star disks and summarizepossible observational tests. In addition, we analyze existing records on photometricdata and V/R ratio for a sample of 6 V/R variable Be stars. Five stars showedcoupled long-term photometric-V/R variations. In all cases the photometric extremacoincided with times of V = R transits, the fainter state being followed by a V < Rphase. V 1294 Aql, 48 Lib and MXPup showed anticorrelated c1 and b�y colors duringlight cycles, the stars being redder in b � y when brightest. 48 Lib shows a complexcolor behaviour, exhibiting two minima during a V/R cycle and a pronounced b� ydrop just at maximum light. In addition, this star shows enigmatic, non-periodic,eclipse-like features in its light curve. In general, the V/R-photometric observationscan be grouped in three main groups, depending on the degree of correlation exhibitedby the V/R ratio and the photometric uxes and the rate of change of the u ux.These groups are compatible with prograde global disk oscillations observed underdi�erent system inclinations.1997, A&A, 326, 1167Long-Term Photometry of Be stars III: Evidencefor periodic outbursts of �Eri and photometricactivity in HR2142.R.E. Mennickent1, C. Sterken2, N. Vogt3;41 Dpto. de F��sica, Facultad de Ciencias F��sicas y Matem�aticas, Universidad de Concepci�on, Casilla4009, Concepci�on, Chile.2 University of Brussels (VUB), Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussels, Belgium.3 Grupo de Astrof��sica, Universidad Cat�olica de Chile, Casilla 314, Santiago, Chi le.4 Sternwarte Sonneberg, Sternwartenstr. 32, D-96515 Sonneberg, Germany.Str�omgren di�erential uvby photometry of �Eri and HR2142 is analyzed. Thedata were taken during the time interval 1983{1994 in the framework of the Long-Term Photometry of Variables project at La Silla. � Eri exhibited four photometricevents (probably associated with line emission episodes) that last several months andwhich were characterized by a common pattern of change in all passbands (� �10�31998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 39



mag/day) along with an apparent decrease of the amplitude of the short-term vari-ability and an increase of the stellar temperature. A search for periodicities revealsthat these events �t a 486 d recurrence time. On the other hand, HR2142 showed arelatively \quiet" long-term photometric behaviour, the orbital period being detectedonly marginally in the photometric data set. In contrast, a 344 d period optimally�ts the data. We discuss the possibility of an internal \clock" regulating the outburstactivity of �Eri and show that the photometric variability of HR2142 can hardly beexplained by its interacting binary nature. We also discuss an empirical relationshipfound between @c1@u and v sini in a sample of 11 Be stars.1998, A&A, 330, 631On the inner envelope of the Be star Gamma CasPh. Stee, F. Vakili, D. Bonneau and D. MourardGI2T, Fresnel, Observatoire de la Côte d'Azur, F-06740 Caussols, FranceWe report the �rst spectrally-resolved observations of the Be star  Cas in the HeI �6678 and H� emission lines using the Grand Interf�erom�etre �a 2 T�elescopes inthe southern France. Milliarcsecond angular resolution measurements were carriedin both lines and their neighbouring continuum during October and November 1993.The He I �6678 and H� maximum emissions correspond respectively to 1.05 and 1.5of the local continuum level. The interferometric baselines ranged from 15 m to 51m on the sky which correspond to angular resolutions of 9 to 3 mas at HeI �6678and 6.5 to 2 mas at H� wavelengths. We compare these values to predicted extentsof H� and He I �6678 components of the circumstellar gas from models of radiativetransfer in these lines. We conclude that the emitting region must be smaller than8.5 stellar radius in H� and close to 2.3 stellar radius in He I �6678 which is, for He I�6678, smaller than the nearby continuum extent. These results con�rm  Cas basicparameters for this star obtained by Stee et al. in 1993 from their model constrainedby GI2T observations in the H� line.1998, A&A, 332, 268The Equatorial Disc of the Be Star X PerseiJ.H. Telting1;2, L.B.F.M. Waters1, P. Roche3, A.C.A. Boogert4,J.S. Clark5, D. de Martino6;7, and P. Persi81 Astronomical Institute Anton Pannekoek, University of Amsterdam, and Center for High EnergyAstrophysics, Kruislaan 403, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, Netherlands2 Isaac Newton Group of Telescopes, ASTRON/NFRA, Apartado 321, 38780 Santa Cruz de LaPalma, Spain3 Astronomy Centre, CPES, University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9QH, UK4 Kapteyn Institute, p.o. box 800, NL-9700 AV Groningen, Netherlands5 Physics Department, University of Southampton, Southampton, SO17 1BJ, UK6 ESA IUE Observatory, VILSPA, Villafranca, Apartado 50727,1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 40



28080 Madrid, Spain7 Osservatorio Astronomico di Capodimonte, via Moiariello 16,I-80131 Napoli, Italy8 Instituto di Astro�sica Spaziale CNR, C.P. 67, I-00044 Frascati, ItalyWe have studied the long-term behaviour of the equatorial disc of the Be/X-ray binaryX Persei, combining new low-resolution IUE spectra and IR photometry with UV,optical and IR observations collected from the literature.We �nd that the near-UV continuum level of X Per varies along with the opticalbrightness. From the UV observations we �nd that during optical high states the uxexcess due to the intrinsic stellar variability and/or electron scattering in the disc isat most 15-20% of the photospheric ux.>From the data taken in discless and near-discless states (optical low states) we derivethat the stellar photosphere can be modelled with Te�=31,000K and log(g)=4. Withthis model we derive E(B-V)=0.39 and estimate the distance to X Per as 950(200)parsec (assuming R� = 9R�).We �t the (quasi-)simultaneous optical and IR photometry with a simple disc modelincluding free-bound and free-free radiation. We �nd that the density of the discat the photosphere of the star varies along with the brightness of X Per, and thatin optical high states the disc in X Per is among the densest of all Be stars: �0 =1:5(0:3) � 10�10gcm3. The disc density at the photosphere varies by a factor of atleast 20 from optical high to low states.During disc build-up and break-down phases, and also in phases when the disc isrelatively stable, we �nd a very steep radial density gradient of the disc of X Per.This may reect the limitations of some of the assumptions in our model.We �nd that in a disc-loss event the disc loses mass at a rate of about 5�10�9M�=year.For a disc build-up phase we �nd a disc-mass growth rate of about 4� 10�9M�=year.This growth rate is consistent with a model that feeds the disc from the \ordinary"mass loss of the star, but we cannot exclude that other phenomena contribute to thedisc growth as well.1998, MNRAS, 296, 785The Development and Behavior of an ActiveRegion On/Near the Photosphere of the B2e Star� CentauriGeraldine J. PetersSpace Sciences Center, University of Southern California, University Park, Los Anglees, CA 90089-1341, USAAn unusual mass loss event observed in the B2e star � Cen during the course of 5days in 1994 April is described and discussed within the framework of contemporary1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 41



ideas on the Be phenomenon. The onset of the activity occurred in less than 1dand was characterized by variable emission in He I �6678 that displayed a distinctivecharacter. Unlike the transient microemission in He I that frequently occurs in � Cenand other Be stars, the emission line variations seen in this event took place moreslowly in three discrete velocity intervals. On two occasions, violet (v) and red (r)-shifted emission components declined on a time scale of < 2 hr, while the emissionat/near the line center increased. The short time scale and observed velocity behaviorsuggest the site of the activity was near the photosphere. The possible importanceof nonradial pulsations and magnetic �elds in precipitating the event is discussed. Ascenario is suggested to explain the observations in which material originating froman active site on the photosphere is injected into a slab. Layers in the active regionbecome visible in He I �6678 as the prevailing density builds to values favorable forthe production of this emission line. It is estimated that the slab covered �30% of thestar. A 22% increase in the H� emission strength by the �nal day of the observationsindicates that the activity did indeed add material to the circumstellar disk.Accepted by Astrophysical Journal LettersPreprints from gjpeters@mucen.usc.eduB[e] stars. IV. HD 45677=MWC 142Yvette Andrillat1, Carlos Jaschek2, and Mercedes Jaschek31Laboratoire d'Astronomie (072), Universit�e de Montpellier - URA 1280 et 1981, CNRS, Place EugneBataillon, F-34095 Montpellier, France2 Observatoire de Strasbourg - URA 1280, CNRS-11, rue de l'Universit�e, F-67000,Strasbourg, France3 deceasedOn the basis of spectroscopic CCD material obtained at the Haute Provence Ob-servatory, we provide line identi�cations and equivalent width measurements in thewavelength regions 3750-5112 and 7065-10212 A of the spectrum of HD 45677 Over235 features are identi�ed and a comparison of our results with those of other authorsis provided. We also discuss the variability of the lines using equivalent widths andthe line spectrum. We conclude that the gaseous shell surrounding the star has atemperature of the order of 7000 K and that its distance to the star is less than tenstellar radii. We discuss the similarity of this star to other stars previously analyzed.1997, A&AS, 124, 441B[e] stars V. HD 50138=MWC 158Carlos Jaschek1, Yvette Andrillat21Observatoire de Strasbourg, URA 1280, CNRS-11, rue de l'Universit�e, F-67000,Strasbourg, France2 Laboratoire d'Astronomie (072), Universit�e de Montpellier - URA 1280 et 1981, CNRS, PlaceEugne Bataillon, F-34095 Montpellier, FranceOn the basis of spectroscopic CCD material obtained at the Haute Provence Ob-servatory, we provide line identi�cations and equivalent width measurements in the1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 42



wavelength region 3738 -10232 �Aof the spectrum of HD 50138 Over two hundredfeatures are identi�ed and a comparison of our results with those of other authorsis provided. We also discuss the variability of the lines using equivalent widths anddescriptions of the line spectrum. We attribute as a best compromise a spectral typeof B5 III. We conclude that the gaseous shell surrounding the star has a temperatureof the order of 10,000 K and that its distance to the star is of the order of two stellarradii. We discuss the relation of this star to others previously analyzed and warnagainst hasty generalizations.1998, A&AS, 128, 475
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On the nature of the Be phenomenon 1. The caseof Omega CMaP. HarmanecAstronomical Institute, Academy of Sciences, CZ 251 65 Ondrejov, Czech RepublicInternet: hec@sunstel.asu.cas.cz, hec@mbox.cesnet.czlsThe main purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the extreme complexity of theobserved variations of Be stars on the example of a well-observed bright Be star! CMa. A detailed analysis of all published radial velocities and a representativeset of photometric and spectral observations of this star led to the following �rmconclusions:� At least three and possibly four di�erent time scales of variability of ! CMa,ranging from 1.37 d to more than 40 years, could be identi�ed.� The correct mean period of the RV and line-pro�le changes is 1.371906 d, not1.3667 d as derived earlier.� The brightness of the object and the strength of the Balmer emission vary inan apparent cycle of several thousands of days. The long-term brightness andemission-line changes can be understood as consequences of the formation andgradual dispersal of a gaseous envelope which is attened and seen more face-on than equator-on. During each episode, the envelope grows from an opticallythick pseudophotosphere to a more extended and optically thin envelope.� Existence of much smaller episodes of light brightening which can have the samecause (though on a more limited scale) has clearly been demonstrated.� The amplitude of the 1.37 d RV curve varies on a time scale somewhere between10 and 300 d.The following conclusions are less certain and represent possible alternatives to betested by future, systematic and homogeneous observations:� Some evidence is presented that the amplitude of the 1.372 d RV variations,local mean RV and brightness of the object, prewhitened for the long-termchanges, all vary on a time scale of about 35 d, possibly with a period of 34.675d.� The O-C deviations of the local epochs of RVmaxima from a linear ephemeris forthe 1.372 d period seem to be undergoing a slow and probably cyclic variationin time, being shortest at times when the star is brightest and when a newBe envelope begins to grow. However, the same O-C deviations can also bereconciled with the 34.675 d period. Whatever the true timescale of the O-Cdeviations is, their behaviour can also be simulated as an interference of several1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 44



periods, the second most signi�cant period being close to 1.35 d. Several reasonsare given why the explanation in terms of one variable period appears moreprobable.� With the help of both, real and arti�cial data it is demonstrated that the slowvariation of the 1.3719 d period | if unrecognized | may be misinterpretedfor a multiperiodic variation with several close periods between 1.3 d and 1.45d. This constitutes a methodological warning for the period analyses of dataon some Bn, Be and \slowly pulsating" B stars.� The cause(s) of the variations with the 1.37 (and 1.345) period(s) and/or the35 d cycle remain unexplained. It is obvious, however, that these three periodsare not mutually independent. The 34.675 d period may be either a real physicalperiod or a beat period between the 1.372 d and 1.345 d periods. In the formercase, ! CMa could be a 34.7 d binary in an eccentric orbit and the periods twicelonger than the two periods near 1.4 d would represent the sidereal and synodicrotational periods of the Be primary.� Finally, some speculations are o�ered in terms of a hierarchical multiple systemof three or even four stars.Investigation of the variability of bright Be starsusing Hipparcos photometryA.M. Hubert and M. FloquetObservatoire de Paris-Meudon, D.A.S.G.A.L., URA 335 du CNRS, F-92195 Meudon Cedex, FranceThe high accuracy and the homogeneity of Hipparcos data for bright stars have al-lowed us to quantify the degree of variability of Be stars. This degree has been foundto be highly dependent on the temperature of the star. Rapid variability is the mainfeature of 86% of early Be and less than 20% of late Be stars taking into account thelimit of detection considered. In addition to the Be stars reported in the Hipparcoscatalogue (ESA 1997) as short-period variables, we have been able to enlarge thenumber of detections as well as to con�rm periods previously determined. Be starsthat show larger amplitude rapid variations are proposed as candidates for a searchof multi-periodicity, i.e., as non-radial pulsators.We have also searched for the presence of outbursts and fading events in the Hippar-cos data. Outbursts have been frequently and preferentially detected in early Be starswith rather low to moderate V sin i while fading events seem to be more conspicuousin stars with higher V sin i. Mid-term and long-term variations have also been inves-tigated. Several stars have shown some evidence of quasi-periodic oscillations rangingbetween 10 and 200 days.Finally information concerning long-term variations is reported. Cycles shorter thanor equal to the Hipparcos mission have mainly been detected in stars earlier than B6.Long-term time scales of late Be stars are con�rmed to be longer by far.1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 45



Accepted by A&APreprints from Anne-Marie.Hubert@obspm.frLuminous Magnetic Rotator TheoryJ. P. CassinelliDepartment of Astronomy, UNiversity of Wisconsin, 475 N. Charter St., Madison, WI 53706, U.S.A.This paper decsribes the development of a wind theory that combines forces associatedwith magnetic rotators with those operating in line driven winds. It has relevance tocyclic variability because if a rotating star has a magnetic �eld that changes from onelongitude sector to the next, the wind speed can also change and this could lead tofast/slow wind co-rotating interaction region. This paper focuses on e�ects that canincrease the radial velocity of a line driven wind within a sector.To appear in ESO Workshop on `Cyclical Variability in Stellar Winds'Preprints from cassinelli@madraf.astro.wisc.eduLarge-scale perturbations in the circumstellarenvelopes of Be/X-ray binariesI. Negueruela1;2, P. Reig2, M. J. Coe2, & J. Fabregat31 Astrophysics Research Institute, Liverpool John Moores University, Byrom Street, Liverpool, L33AF, U.K.2 Physics and Astronomy Department, Southampton University, Southampton, SO17 1BJ, U.K.3 Departmento de Astronomia y Astro�sica, Universidad de Valencia, 46100, Burjassot, Valencia,SpainWe investigate the spectroscopic characteristics of the optical components of Be/X-ray binary systems, using data collected during our seven-year monitoring campaign.We �nd examples of major changes in the emission line pro�les associated with TypeII X-ray outbursts, later developing into V/R variability cycles. We show that thetime-scales for V/R variability in Be/X-ray transients extend from a few weeks toyears and interpret all these changes as due to the presence of global disruptions ofthe axisymmetric density distribution in the extended envelopes of the Be stars inthese systemes. The association between X-ray outbursts and V/R variability, theoccurrence of very fast changes and very short quasi-periods of variability displayedby the Be/X-ray binaries lead us to conclude that the presence of the neutron staris an important factor a�ecting the dynamics of disc-like envelopes. The interactionbetween the compact companion and the disc would explain the correlation betweenH� strength and orbital period recently found. The characteristics of the V/R cyclesare, however, mainly independent of the binary parameters.A&A, in pressPreprints from ind@staru1.livjm.ac.uk1998, Be Star Newsletter, 33 � 46
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